Rectors, Assistant Curates, Deaconesses and Pastoral Assistants of St Marylebone (since 1958)

Rectors

Frank COVENTRY - Rector From 1958 to 1978
Christopher Kingston HAMEL COOKE - Rector From 1979 to 1989
John Leathley CHATER - Rector From 1990 to 1996
Christopher Raymond GOWER - Rector From 1997 to 2009

Assistant Curates (since 1933)

Richard Francis McLAREN - Priest in charge From 1996 to 1997
Alfred Howard MARKS - Curate From 1933 to 1935
Edward Frederick CARPENTER - Curate From 1935 to 1941
David Thomas JARVIS - Curate From 1942 to 1945
Leonard Peter Norton STOKES - Curate From 1950 to 1951
John James ARMSTRONG - Curate From 1952 to 1955
Henry George KELSEY - Curate From 1955 to 1966
Peter Birkett MORGAN - Curate From 1956 to 1960
Michael Harry George HENLEY - Curate From 1961 to 1964
Patrick Charles SOUPER - Curate From 1964 to 1965
Peter Anthony DELANEY - Curate From 1966 to 1970
Timothy John Douglas OLLIER - Curate From 1971 to 1974
Graham Henry George PLASTOW - Curate From 1971 to 1974
Peter Richard HARDING - Curate From 1974 to 1980
Anthony Ernest SPEAKMAN - Curate From 1975 to 1977
Driss Richard KNICKERBOCKER - Curate From 1978 to 1981
Richard Mark SALENIUS - Curate From 1980 to 1984
David Nicholas HEAD - Curate From 1984 to 1989
Ian Barry KING-BROWN - Curate From 1989 to 1994
Julian Edward DAVIES - Assoc R From 1999 to 2003
Paul Richard THOMAS - Curate From 2006 to 2011
Neil Christopher SHAVE - Curate From 2012 to 2013
Rupert David Hingston BURSELL - Non-stipendiary minister From 1968 to 1969
Jill CALDWELL - Non-stipendiary minister From 1997 to 2002
Robert Christopher Douglass MACKENNA – Director St Marylebone Healing and Counselling Centre, Non-stipendiary Minister From 2000 to 2014
June Mary WINFIELD - Deaconess (full-time) From 1980 to 1982
Richard Francis McLAREN - Honorary curate From 1982 to 1996
Christine Rose OWEN - Honorary curate From 1994 to 1996
Sean Bewley CATHIE - Honorary curate From 1999 to 2006
Andrew Stephen WALKER - Director St Marylebone Healing and Counselling Centre, Assistant Curate From 2015 - 2017
Edward Charles THORNLEY – Chaplain and Assistant Curate, From 2013
Mary WRIGHT – Deaconess (full-time) From

**Pastoral Assistants**

Michele LEE From
James Christie BROWN From 2015 to 2017